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NETWORK SOLUTIONS SIMPLIFIED

At Splice, our sole focus is network management—we live and breathe it 24/7. From technology trends to 
carrier-specific strategies, we immerse ourselves in all aspects of communications to keep our customers 
ahead of the curve.
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Network Provisioning
We’ll Handle Your Carrier Network Provisioning from Start to Finish

Get the Dedicated Service You Deserve
We assign a project manager to every provi-
sioning assignment—a seasoned IT profes-
sional who understands both the technical and 
the procedural sides of network provisioning.

Benefit from Our Relationships
Our long-standing relationships with more than 
100 carriers and service providers put us on the 
inside track—we know whom to contact and 
how to get the job done.

Count On a Proven Process
Our proven process enables us to complete pro-
visioning projects an average of 14 days faster 
than carriers do.

Capitalize On Our Tenacity
When it comes to network service and support, 
“no” is not in our vocabulary. We’re tenacious. 
Our sense of urgency— combined with our 
expertise and vendor relationships—enable us 
to keep your network operating smoothly.

KEY BENEFITS

One Point of Contact
When you choose Splice, you have one point 
of contact for all of your network provisioning 
needs. We manage carriers and service provid-
ers for you. We’re not affiliated with any carrier 
or vendor, so our allegiance lies only with you.

Fast Results
We have provisioning down pat—we get the 
job done fast and efficiently.

Providing Turnkey Provisioning Services
Whether you need network provisioning for a new installation or you need to add, move 
change, or disconnect all or portions of your current network infrastructure, simply turn the 
task over to our team of experts and we’ll work with your carrier to get the job done.

PROVISIONING SERVICES

Project Management Carrier Management

Installation Type Milestones

Initiate a new installation Order entry

Move, change, or disconnect an installation Engineering review

Issue Resolution Site survey

Escalate and manage any issues that arise Installation and testing

Status Information Communications

Real-time updates, scheduled status reports Regularly scheduled conference calls
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